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Abstract
Interoperability pervades nearly all mainstream language implementations, as most systems leverage subcomponents written in different languages. And yet, such linking can expose a language to foreign behaviors that are internally inexpressible, which poses a serious threat to safety invariants and programmer reasoning. To preserve such invariants, a language may try to add features to limit the reliance on external libraries, but endless extensions can obscure the core abstractions the language was designed to provide.

In this paper, we outline an approach that encapsulates foreign code in a sound way—i.e., without disturbing the invariants promised by types of the core language. First, one introduces novel linking types that characterize the behaviors of foreign libraries that are inexpressible in the core language. To reason about the soundness of linking, one constructs a realizability model that captures the meaning of both core types and linking types as sets of target-language terms. Using this model, one can formally prove when foreign behavior is encapsulated; that is, unobservable to core code. We show one way to discharge such proofs automatically by augmenting the compiler to insert verified encapsulation wrappers around components that use foreign libraries.

Inspired by existing approaches to FFIs, we develop a pair of case studies that extend a pure, functional language: one extension for state, and another for exceptions. The first allows us to implement mutable references via a library, whereas the second allows us to implement try and catch as library functions. Both extensions and the overall system are proven sound using logical relations that use realizability techniques.
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1 Introduction
Languages cannot exist in isolation. Foreign function interfaces (FFIs) are a critical feature of nearly all mainstream languages as they underpin core libraries and runtimes, and facilitate the construction of large systems with components written in different languages. For example, a recent study of Rust [5] found that the most common justification for unsafe code—which is itself more common than one might hope—is interoperability. For the sake of illustration, consider Figure 1, which defines a simple binding to C’s signal function in Rust and in Haskell. In C, signal has the signature void (*signal(int signum, void (*handler)(int)))(int): it takes a signal identifier and a function pointer to a handler, installs the handler to respond to that signal from now on, and returns a function pointer to the previous handler for that signal.

Looking beyond surface-level differences, there are notable similarities between the FFIs provided by these languages. Both (Rust L2–6, Haskell L2–3) import the foreign function signal from libc, specifying where to find the function and which ABI to use. In both cases, the programmer is responsible for ascribing a type to the foreign function, and the compiler will not check that it is accurate. We also (Rust L10–11, Haskell L9–12) demonstrate the mechanism for a core function to be passed dynamically to foreign code.

The most interesting lines are in the middle (Rust L7–9, Haskell L4–8). As per the FFI guidelines for both languages [21, 27, 47], we hide the “raw” foreign function from clients and instead export a safe wrapper around it. Wrappers have two primary responsibilities: (i) to marshal data between idiomatic core types and foreign types (e.g., extern fn and usize, or -> and FunPtr); and (ii) to encapsulate foreign behaviors in a way that preserves the standard expectations of the core language. The former, while tricky, is generally well-understood, but the latter is murky at best. Both languages provide a mechanism to indicate that something “inherently unsafe” [21] is occurring (unsafe and IO), and the compiler will even complain when these mechanisms are omitted. But
Typically, if a language is proven sound at all, the proof will not account for the behaviors of two languages, say core language \(L\) and foreign language \(F\). Interoperation between these languages is mediated by a \textit{boundary}, \(\tau : L F \tau e F\), which enables foreign code \(e F\) to be used in an \(L\) context that expects code of type \(\tau L\). Boundaries play the role of, e.g., unsafe, above, but because the semantics incorporates both constituent languages, it is not unsafe, but rather well-specified. Unfortunately, it is impractical to design a multi-language semantics for every pair of interacting languages.

short of some rules of thumb and best practices, the programmer has little guidance on how to actually \textit{reason about} unsafety.

In fact, this isn’t only a problem for programmers—it’s a problem for \textit{language designers} as well. Indeed, the process of linking with foreign code often invalidates one of the key safety theorems of many languages: type soundness. Typically, if a language is proven sound at all, the proof will almost certainly exclude the FFI. Unfortunately, this means that the soundness theorem is only a crude approximation of reality, as nearly all programs have FFI calls somewhere in their stack. But it is not obvious exactly how to incorporate the FFI into a soundness theorem, since the prevailing technique for proving type soundness is a syntactic progress and preservation proof. Such a proof shows that types are preserved by reduction, and if the language in question is not self-contained, then the proof must account for the behavior of the foreign code, too.

This is precisely what Matthews and Findler \cite{40} set out to address with \textit{multi-language semantics}, which is defined to account for the behaviors of two languages, say core language \(L\) and foreign language \(F\). Fortunately, it is impractical to design a multi-language semantics for every pair of interacting languages.

Even worse, it is unrealistic to expect an \(L\) programmer to also know all the foreign languages \(F_1, \ldots, F_n\) in which their libraries were written. Indeed, the most serious limitation of a multi-language semantics is that \(L\) programmers cannot benefit from the extra expressive power of \(F\) unless they write embedded \(F\) programs themselves. This multi-language approach would require, for example, Rust programmers to write embedded C code in order to use C libraries.

Instead, we want to adopt the style of existing FFIs, as shown in Figure 1, which allows programmers to leverage the power of the foreign language while continuing to program only in their language. Over the course of this paper, we will show how to develop a \textit{sound} FFI for a language that does not yet have a way to link with foreign code. We will demonstrate the approach using a pure\(^1\) functional language, \texttt{FunLang}. As motivation, suppose that a \texttt{FunLang} programmer wants to use a foreign library for exceptions. That is, they wish to import procedures \texttt{throw} and \texttt{catch} and use them in \texttt{FunLang}

![Code snippet](image)

(b) Haskell

\textbf{Figure 1.} Using \texttt{signal.h} from \texttt{libc} via the FFI.

---

\(^1\)Throughout this paper, when we say “pure language” we mean a language with no effects other than divergence.
which interpret source types as sets of target terms. Our target in this paper, StackLang, has mutable state and control effects. In recent work, Patterson et al. [49] employ realizability models to verify the soundness of multi-language semantics. This paper takes that idea a step further by designing realizability models for both core source types as well as linking types, and by implementing encapsulation boundaries that wrap components using foreign code (much like signal wraps \(c_{\text{signal}}\) in Figure 1).

Unencapsulatable Behaviors. Our approach relies upon being able to prove that uses of foreign code actually can be encapsulated. There are certain behaviors that cannot be encapsulated, or for which encapsulation would defeat their very purpose. For example, if we wish to add file I/O to our pure language, we must decide either to revise our notion of purity (i.e., the meaning of types) or revise the mechanics of I/O (e.g., transactions or monads). This is a question for language designers, and not what our paper addresses.

Rather, our contribution is an approach to sound linking; that is, linking that does preserve the meaning of core types. Prior work by Patterson et al. [49] showed how to achieve this when the foreign code could itself be given a core type. This work shows how to achieve this when the foreign code cannot be given a core type, but the linking code—that is, the core-language code that directly calls foreign functions—can be encapsulated in a way that earns it a true core type. The approach accounts for the common case in which uses of a foreign library are carefully isolated and unobservable by the rest of the program, as in Figure 1, and gives an accounting for how such uses can be proved sound.

Linking Types and Encapsulation Boundaries. At a high level, our approach looks a lot like the FFIs in Figure 1, but we patch the “escape hatches” (e.g., unsafe) that threaten the validity of FunLang’s type soundness theorem. Whereas uses of an FFI are often accompanied by scary compiler warnings and comments like, “trust me, it works,” we want the language to formally account for the behavior of linked components even if they are written in a more expressive target. To do so, we extend FunLang with linking types \(\tau\) that precisely characterize the inexpressible foreign behaviors that we want to link with. In this way, foreign behaviors become logically expressible in FunLang, even if they are not actually implementable in FunLang. Importantly, each linking type can be lowered \(\downarrow\tau\) back to an FunLang-language type \(\tau\). Note that we can design multiple such extensions for a single language: e.g., for FunLang we can design extensions that separately add mutable state, exceptions, or first-class control, or an extension that adds them in some combination.

Next, to facilitate the interaction between core and extended programs, we include a boundary term, \([e]\_{\downarrow}\tau\), that delineates the linking code from the rest of the core program. Here, \(e\) is a program that may, e.g., throw and catch exceptions in the course of producing a \(\tau\). The boundary means its result may be used at core type \(\downarrow\tau\) in the rest of the program. Like unsafe, we stress that adding this boundary is a one-time change one must make to FunLang; the same boundary term can be reused by any linking types extension. The boundary acts as a syntactic cue for the typechecker to switch to a linking types extension, much like, e.g., Rust’s compiler is more liberal inside of unsafe.

Returning to soundness, a boundary is not only a cue for the typechecker, but may be for the compiler as well. Indeed, boundaries can have runtime significance. In particular, we need to ensure that the code inside can be used safely at \(\downarrow\tau\). One way to do that is for every extended type \(\tau\), define a target-level encapsulation wrapper, \([\tau]\), which dynamically enforces that its argument behave like a \(\downarrow\tau\). In place of dynamic checks, one could instead construct specialized proofs on a case-by-case basis; our approach certainly admits this mode of use (c.f., [32]). However, we find that many guidelines for FFI use [21, 47] already encourage a very defensive style of programming that sports an abundance of checks, so in this presentation we opt to automate where possible. Proving soundness relies on these wrappers masking all foreign behaviors, which requires that we can characterize when a target term behaves like a core type \(\tau\). We do this by building semantic models indexed by source types \(\tau\) and \(\tau\) but inhabited by target terms. These so-called realizability models, described shortly, are a key ingredient to the approach.

Contributions. This paper demonstrates how to encapsulate foreign code, imported via an FFI, in a sound way—in particular, without disturbing the invariants promised by types of the core language. First, we introduce linking types that characterize the behaviors of foreign libraries that are inexpressible in the core language (Sections 4 and 5). We also develop encapsulation wrappers that are placed around all components using foreign libraries, which are demarcated by syntactic boundaries. Next, to show linking is sound, we build a realizability model that captures the meaning of both core types and linking types as sets of target-language terms. Using this model, we formally prove when foreign behavior is encapsulated; that is, unobservable to core code.

To demonstrate the viability of this approach as a way of importing and encapsulating foreign behavior, we present two case studies, each of which extends a pure functional language, FunLang. In the first case study, we develop a linking types extension for state, giving FunLang access to mutable references via a library. Then, in the second case study, we develop a linking types extension that also adds exceptions, giving FunLang access to try and catch as library functions.

The core language and both linking-types extensions are proven sound via logical relations that use realizability techniques. Crucially, the realizability model for the core language, FunLang, can be defined before extensions are even considered, which means that it does not require the semantic complexity (e.g., Kripke worlds, biorthogonality [3, 17]).
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many real languages, the

fun fib(n : int){ if n < 1 { 0 } else { fib(n - 1) + fib(n - 2) } }

While one could certainly define a standard operational
semantics for FunLang, we will not do so here. Instead, like
many real languages, the observable semantics is defined by
a particular implementation; in this case, via compilation
to a stack-based target language, StackLang.

2.2 A Stack Language

Our target, StackLang, is untyped and stack-based, and is
derived from Kleffner [33], which in turn derives features from
Levy [38]. It is significantly more expressive than our
source language, as target languages often are. On the other

hand, it is not especially low-level; it permits aggregate val-
ues and suspended computations (thunks) on the stack. An
excerpt of the syntax and semantics is in Fig. 3, typeset in
black typewriter font. The small-step operational semantics
is defined as a relation on program configurations \((H ; S ; P)\),
which are triples of a heap, stack, and program.

Values are placed on the stack with push. The binary oper-
ators add, less?, and equal? operate on the two integers
at the top of the stack. The if0 instruction conditions on
the integer at the top of the stack and executes the first branch
if it is zero, and the second branch otherwise. Despite its syn-
tax, lam \(x.P\) is not a value, but a computation (as in Levy’s
Call-By-Push-Value [38]) that substitutes the top value on
the stack for \(x\) inside \(P\). On the other hand, the value thunk \(P\)
is a suspended computation, so thunk lam \(x.P\) is analogous
to a traditional lambda value. The call instruction takes the
thunk \(P\) at the top of the stack and forces its computation,
placing \(P\) at the head of the program. As expected, fix per-
forms a fixpointing operation: it takes the thunk at the top
of the stack and re-suspends it for recursive calls, and then
forces one copy of its computation. Both id0 and len oper-
ate on the array value at the top of the stack. Instructions
alloc, read, write, and free perform standard heap opera-
tions, where any StackLang value can be stored in the heap.
Together, shift \(k P\) and reset provide delimited control [16, 18]:
shift captures the continuation until the next reset and substi-
tutes it for \(k P\). The getloc instruction provides reflective
access to the heap: it takes the thunk lam and the value \(v\)
at the top of the stack and maps the computation over all
locations used in \(v\) (overline indicating a sequence). While
this particular primitive is somewhat specialized to our case
study, it can easily be implemented in most low-level lan-
guages, and some targets even provide similar abstractions
for implementing GCs (e.g., [31, 55]). Unsurprisingly, noop
does nothing. Finally, fail \(c\) terminates execution with the
given error code. Every instruction with a type invariant
on the stack uses fail Type when that invariant is not met, pro-
ducing a dynamic type error (we ellide many here; see [51]).
Other errors (MEM, IDX, CTRL) are for unrecoverable
problems that may be acceptable results according to a soundness
theorem.

2.3 A Compiler for FunLang

Figure 4 presents a compiler from FunLang to StackLang,
which also establishes the working operational semantics
of FunLang. A base value is compiled to push \(v\), where \(v\)
is a target-level encoding of the value. Note that we use 0
both for true (to match if0) and unit. In a typical functional
language, like FunLang, the values constitute a subset of
the expressions, and evaluation stops at values. However, in
StackLang, evaluation only stops on the empty program, and
we consider the value on the top of the stack to be the result.
So, whereas \(v\) is the simplest FunLang program, push \(v\) is,
by analogy, the simplest StackLang program.
For if, we compile the discriminant e (denoted \( e^* \)), which, according to its type, should be a program fragment that terminates with a (compiled) boolean at the top of the stack. Thus, the (dynamic) type invariant for if0 should be satisfied, and it can proceed with (the compilation of) the appropriate branch. The compilation of the binary operators is similar. inl and inr are slightly different because the result value needs to be tagged. We use arrays to store the tag, 0 or 1, along with the payload. To move the payload value off of the stack and into an array, we use lam, which, as described earlier, is an instruction (not a value) that performs substitution with the value at the top of the stack. Pairs and compositions are compiled similarly.

Compiling match is conceptually like compiling if, but its definition is more involved because it must destruct tagged values. \( e^* \) should produce a tagged value at the top of the stack, so we copy it with the macro DUP (defined at the bottom of the figure), project out the payload (at index 1), SWAP the top two elements of the stack, and finally project out the tag. Now, we are ready to condition on the tag and, in the branches, substitute the payload.

In theory, one could entirely erase any remnant of the recursive operators fold and unfold. Indeed, we do just that for fold. However, for reasons that will become clear in §6, we introduce a noop in the compilation of unfold. In short, unfold produces an expression at a potentially larger type, which threatens the well-foundedness of our semantic model, as it is defined inductively over types. To reconcile this, we employ a standard trick and stratify the model, which requires that unfold* take this extra step.

![Figure 3. Syntax and operational semantics for StackLang](image-url)

For any well-typed term of type \( \tau \), no matter how many steps it takes:

1. it can take another step; or
2. it is an acceptable error (e.g., divide-by-zero); or
3. it is a value \( \nu \) of type \( \tau \).

Although “type soundness” is a ubiquitous idea, its concrete definition varies widely by language or by paper. Some definitions insist on termination and strengthen clause 1, or include additional components like a heap. Naturally, different definitions specialize clause 2 to an appropriate class of errors. Meanwhile, some definitions weaken the type requirement on clause 3, such that termination at any value is sufficient. Indeed, there is no single definition of type soundness and we stress the importance of identifying exactly what is suitable for one’s language.

3 What Is Type Soundness?

So far, we have used the term type soundness somewhat loosely. In this paper, we aim to prove theorems with the following shape:

**Definition 3.1** (Type Soundness, roughly). For any well-typed term of type \( \tau \), no matter how many steps it takes:

1. it can take another step; or
2. it is an acceptable error (e.g., divide-by-zero); or
3. it is a value \( \nu \) of type \( \tau \).
In this paper, we prove semantic type soundness using logical relations. The particular variety of logical relations we use are called realizability models because they specify which sets of target terms realize (or behave like) which source types. While our formal proofs (included in [51]) use more sophisticated models, here we provide simplified excerpts as a glimpse of our approach.

\[ \forall V \] which sets of target terms we use are called realizability models

\[ \vdash e : \tau \] satisfies the model: \( e^+ \in E[\tau] \). What we will explore next is how to preserve soundness in the presence of impure, foreign behavior introduced by code that calls external libraries. The value in using realizability models as a reasoning tool is that they suggest a clear strategy: we must find a way to encapsulate such code so that it satisfies the model.

4 Linking with State

With a source, target, and compiler in hand, we are now ready to tackle the central problem of this paper: how to safely encapsulate inexpressible behavior.

The \texttt{fib} program from §2.1 is a classic example of unnecessary exponential computation. A standard trick taught in most undergraduate curricula is to use memoization, which traditionally requires mutable state. As a quick reminder, the strategy is to store intermediate results in a table so that later computations can reuse them without recomputation. In our example (see Fig. 8), the table maps inputs \( n \) to their outputs \texttt{fastfib(n)}, so that each \texttt{fastfib(n)} is only computed once. What we want is to link with a mutable reference library providing \texttt{alloc, read, and write} functions, but because \texttt{FunLang} was deliberately designed without state in mind, any \texttt{FunLang} types we assign to them would necessarily be imprecise! Thus, our type system—and, crucially, our soundness proof—has no way to accurately account for them.

\[ \text{A Principled Approach.} \] One might be tempted to approximate foreign behavior with existing types; e.g., \texttt{ref \( \tau \sim \texttt{int} \), \texttt{read} : (\texttt{int} \to \texttt{r}) \to \texttt{r}, \texttt{write} : (\texttt{int} \to \texttt{r}) \to \texttt{unit} \) etc. Indeed, this is what many FFIs do. However, introducing such imprecision into our types makes them less useful for reasoning about programs. Moreover, it poses a direct threat to soundness; in this case, a programmer can easily pass a "bad" integer to \texttt{read/write}. Instead, our approach starts by giving these foreign functions \texttt{precise} types, with which we can then work backwards through the implementation and the soundness proof. We demonstrate how to do this in a systematic way that applies to a wide variety of features.

The first step, and core idea, is to introduce new \textit{linking types} that can describe foreign behavior. In Fig. 5, we present the extension for state, where extended language features are typeset in \textbf{pink bold font} and extended metatheory is distinguished with the \texttt{S} marker. We add a reference type, \texttt{ref \( \tau \)}, without any introduction or elimination forms, since only foreign code can manipulate references. We also replace our function type with a pair of \textit{modal} arrows, where \( \to \) types pure functions and \( \star \) types stateful functions. We use \( \dagger \) when the particular mode is unimportant.

With this linking types extension, we can \texttt{import} a mutable reference library at a more precise type. Since \texttt{FunLang} does not have polymorphism, we pick a concrete type \( \tau \) when we import them:

\[
\text{import(alloc : } \tau \to \text{ref } \tau, \text{read} : (\text{ref } \tau) \to \text{unit} \) ...
A well-formedness judgment disallows different extensions and use them as pure functions under a mechanism allows us to, for example, define top-level core programs. The boundary acts as a syntactic cue for the type-boundary enforcement & target library code.

The notation is inspired by the adjoint logic of Pfenning and Griffith [54].

Next, for every extended type \( \tau \), we define a target-level encapsulation wrapper \( \lfloor \tau \rfloor \), which is code that dynamically enforces that its argument behave like a \( \tau \). While the formal proofs are in [51], here we give an intuitive explanation of the wrappers for state, which are defined in Fig. 7. Recall that the only two types had non-obvious lower definitions: \( \text{ref} \ \tau \) and \( \text{unit} \). The former we decided to erase, and the latter we suspiciously mapped to the pure arrow. The wrappers for these types justify those decisions because they give a strategy for encapsulating stateful behavior from the rest of the program. If a boundary returns a \( \text{ref} \ \tau \), we free its location in memory and return a semantic unit. If a boundary returns an impure function, we use getlocs to free any memory held by that function. In both cases, purity is enforced by indirection: if the memory associated with these terms is used outside of the boundary (which is a side-effect), then a memory trap (fail Mem)\(^\dagger\) halts the program. All other linking types \( \tau \) need no dynamic wrapper.

In Fig. 7, we also provide a StackLang implementation of a mutable reference library. While the full relation and proof showing this safe is in [51], intuitively, the functions behave as one would expect (N.B., they account for the calling convention of FunLang).

The Whole Picture. With all the pieces of the state extension in place, we return our attention to the fastfib example, defined in Fig. 8. To start, we import our foreign functions, \( \text{alloc} \), \( \text{read} \), and \( \text{write} \), specialized to \( \text{int} \rightarrow \text{int} \) payloads so that we can store our memotable. In the body of fastfib, we immediately enter an S boundary so that we may use the foreign imports. We \( \text{alloc} \) an empty table, \( \text{mtbl} \), initialized to return a sentinel value, \( -1 \), on any input. Next, we define the helper function mutfib, which does most of the heavy lifting. For any input \( x \) that is not a base case, \( \text{mutfib} \) begins by checking if \( x \) is in \( \text{mtbl} \). If it is, it returns the result. Otherwise, it computes a fresh output and stores it in \( \text{mtbl} \) before returning it. At the top-level, \( \text{mutfib} \) is invoked on the input to fastfib. Note that whereas memoized functions can sometimes see speed-ups across top-level calls, here, different top-level calls to fastfib are encapsulated from one another; i.e., the table is dropped across calls. Naturally, one could write batched-input variant.

5 Exceptions

The key guarantee of a linking types extension is sound encapsulation, not only from core code, but from other extensions as well. Indeed, one can use different extensions in different parts of the same program. In this section, we develop another example: an extension for exceptional control flow. However, since encapsulated code needs to be isolated

\(^\dagger\)We consider memory traps an acceptable error in our definition of soundness.
While lift is exactly the same as in the previous case study, we imagine that many practical linking types extensions (i.e., state vs. control), though our approach is certainly compatible with a more granular type system. Therefore, this part of the extension is exactly the same as in the previous section. For contrast, we typeset this extension in orange bold font, use square modal arrows, \(\rsa\), and identify it with \(X\).

Next we define lift and lower, which we present in Fig. 9. While lift is exactly the same as in the previous case study, lower is quite different. Since code under an \(X\) boundary might throw an uncaught exception, lower must account for the type of an exceptional result. Therefore, we define lower in two steps: the helper metafunction \(\map\) accounts for the success case, and the top level \(\d\) merges it with the exception case under a sum. Since exceptions might produce a variety of values, we use the universal type \(U\) in the exception case.\(^4\)

Next, we provide a StackLang implementation of an exceptions library in Fig. 10. Although defining encapsulation wrappers is really the next step of the approach, the library implementation offers some intuition for the way that we model exceptions using delimited continuations in

\[\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\tau & \map\tau & \d\tau \\
\hline
\tau & \tau & \tau \\
\tau_1 \times \tau_2 & \tau_1 \times \tau_2 & \d\tau_1 \times \d\tau_2 \\
\tau_1 + \tau_2 & \tau_1 + \tau_2 & \d\tau_1 + \d\tau_2 \\
\mu\alpha.\tau & \mu\alpha.\tau & \mu\alpha.\tau \\
(t_1,\ldots,t_n) & \d(t_1,\ldots,t_n) & \d U + \d\tau \\
\end{array}\]

where \(U \triangleq \mu\alpha.\text{unit} + \text{int} + (\alpha \times \alpha) + (\alpha + \alpha) + ((\alpha) \rightarrow \alpha) + \alpha\) and \(\d\tau \triangleq U + \d\tau\)

StackLang. A shift with an empty body discards the program until the next reset, which intuitively corresponds to throwing and catching an exception, respectively. In the implementation, \(\text{THROW}\) is responsible for tagging an exception value, while \(\text{CATCH}\) is responsible for tagging a success value. Note that \(\text{CATCH}\) takes a function corresponding to the computation to run.

With an intuitive understanding of StackLang exceptions, we are ready to define the target-level encapsulation wrappers. Unlike the previous extension, wrappers are required for every \(\tau\), because the boundary must always be prepared for an uncaught exception. In all cases, the wrapper is responsible for capturing any escaping exceptions, which it does with reset (N.B., if there is no shift under the boundary, this reset is effectively a no-op). For types with pure \textit{values}, the encapsulation wrapper can simply tag the success value before it resets. Meanwhile, references and impure functions are handled as before, modulo tagging and a reset.

With this new extension, we can improve upon our \textit{fib} function (Fig. 11): this time, we take a list of inputs (1), compute all of their results with a single memorable (2), and throw an exception on bad inputs (3). Notice that there is not a corresponding \textit{catch}, since, in this example, a bad input is an unrecoverable error. Still, our program—and indeed, any program with uncaught exceptions—is safe because the boundary code catches and tags escaping exceptions.
We follow prior work on interoperability [49] and verify the approach in Figure 12. We summarize our operational semantics will be instrumental in proving that the boundary typing rule is sound. We will trigger an unacceptable error on some executions. Since realizability models are inhabited by target terms, we can interpret linking types (e.g., ref r) whose behavior is inexpressible in core FunLang. Also, the fact that the inhabitants of these models share a common operational semantics will be instrumental in proving that the boundary typing rule is sound. We summarize our approach in Figure 12.

While the full proofs are in [51], here we highlight a few key details.

### 6.1 Proving ↑ Soundness

There are two lemmas that we need to prove, one for $E = S$ and one for $E = X$ (Item 6), here stated as paraphrased English:

**Lemma 6.1 (Lift $E$).** Any value $v$ in the model $E^X[↑v]$ is also in the model $E^S[↑v]$, and vice versa.

**Proof (Sketch).** This seems initially difficult, as the extended model ($E^X[↑v]$) has additional logical structure, to account for features unknown by the core model. The key observation is that the lifted types are exactly those that do not rely upon any of that additional structure – e.g., for our model with state, they are exactly those values that have no relevant portions of the heap. Indeed, this largely motivated the design of the linking types and the lift function $↑$.

### 6.2 Proving $\text{Encapsulation } S$ Satisfies ↓

Unlike the previous proofs, this is non-trivial. Intuitively, for the state extension, one wants to show that a program $P; \{r\}$ is in $E^X[↓\{r\}]$ whenever $P$ is in $E^S[\{r\}]$ (with the same logical state), but this isn’t always the case. The problem is that $P$ may manipulate the heap and end up with logical constraints on it that $E^X[\{r\}]$ will not enforce. Indeed, that relation only admits terms that run under arbitrary heaps, so a term depending on a type invariant at a particular location will trigger an unacceptable Type error on some executions. The full proof is somewhat involved (see [51]), since we must consider each type and its associated wrapping code. Nevertheless, we can show that state is encapsulated: i.e., $\text{↑} \{r\}$ is stateless even if $\{r\}$ is stateful. To show that it is safe to bring encapsulated results across the boundary, we can compose this lemma with Lemma 6.1. Just by evaluating intermediate terms. The proof pipeline looks roughly like this, eliding logical state (Kripke worlds, etc), and divergence/errors:

$$P \in E^S[\{r\}] \Rightarrow v \in E^S[\{r\}] \Rightarrow \text{push } v; \{r\} \in E^S[\text{↑} \{r\}]$$

$$v' \in E^X[\text{↓} \{r\}] \Rightarrow v' \in E^X[\text{↓} \{r\}]$$

The full proof is somewhat involved (see [51]), since we must consider each type and its associated wrapping code. Nevertheless, we can show that state is encapsulated: i.e., $\text{↑} \{r\}$ is stateless even if $\{r\}$ is stateful. To show that it is safe to bring encapsulated results across the boundary, we can compose this lemma with Lemma 6.1. Just by evaluating intermediate terms. The proof pipeline looks roughly like this, eliding logical state (Kripke worlds, etc), and divergence/errors:
### 6.3 Proving Libraries Satisfy Types

The next step is to prove that each library function we are linking with satisfies the type that we are importing it at (Item 9). We note that a single library function may be compatible with multiple types, even across different extensions with different reasoning principles. This is especially relevant here because our library functions are naturally polymorphic even though *FunLang* is not. To reconcile this mismatch, when we prove the libraries sound, we actually do quantify over all concrete types; i.e., we treat the libraries as polymorphic in the metalanguage.

We recall all the library code used in our case studies; the first three functions are used in the state extension, and all are used in the exception extension. For each function, we also include a type we intend to import it at.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ALLOC} &: (\tau) \rightarrow \text{ref} \tau \quad \triangleq \ t \rightarrow p \ (t \rightarrow \text{lam} \ x. \text{push} \ x \ ; \text{alloc}) \ ; \text{fix} \\
\text{READ} &: (\text{ref} \tau, \tau) \rightarrow \text{unit} \quad \triangleq \ t \rightarrow p \ (t \rightarrow \text{free} \text{lam} \ x. \text{lam} \ p \ ; \text{push} \ x) \ ; \text{write} \ ; \text{push} \ 0) \ ; \text{fix} \\
\text{WRITE} &: (\text{ref} \tau, \tau) \rightarrow \text{unit} \quad \triangleq \ t \rightarrow p \ (t \rightarrow \text{free} \text{lam} \ x. \text{lam} \ p \ ; \text{push} \ x) \ ; \text{write} \ ; \text{push} \ 0) \ ; \text{fix} \\
\text{CATCH} &: (\bot) \rightarrow \tau \quad \triangleq \ t \rightarrow p \ (t \rightarrow \text{catch} \text{lam} f. \text{push} f) \ ; \text{call} \ ; \\
& \quad \text{lam} \text{res} \ ; \text{push} [1, \text{res}; \text{reset}) \ ; \text{fix} \\
\text{THROW} &: (U) \rightarrow \tau \quad \triangleq \ t \rightarrow p \ (t \rightarrow \text{throw} \text{lam} \text{exn} \ ; \text{push} [0, \text{exn}; \text{shift} \ (-1)] \ ; \text{fix}
\end{align*}
\]

For each one, we have to show that the code is in the value relation at the corresponding type.

### 6.4 Compatibility Lemmas & Type Soundness

Our ultimate goal is to prove that *FunLang*, together with these linking types extensions, is type sound. Using the models constructed so far, we give a semantic proof of type soundness. First, we show that all syntactically well-formed terms belong to the model, which is done via so-called compatibility lemmas (Item 8). Second, we show that all terms in the model are well-behaved, which follows directly from the definition of the model. Composing these two steps, we conclude that syntactically well-formed programs are well-behaved.

Because the value and expression relations contain only closed terms (in the same way as the simple model shown in §3), we use closing substitutions to account for the typing contexts above. Typically, these substitutions are drawn from the model itself. i.e., we consider an open term \( e \) such that for some mapping of variables to (closed) values in the value relation \( \gamma \), \( \gamma(e) \) is in the (closed) expression relation.

We do something similar here, except that we cannot hope to find a closing substitution (i.e., \( \gamma \)) for the imported code that satisfies the core model! Indeed, the whole point of importing at linking types is that the associated programs are outside the core model! Thus, we close off the imports by drawing substitutions from the extended models instead.

All of the compatibility lemmas and their proofs can be found in [51].

### 6.5 Discussion

**Dynamic Checks.** As indicated in Items 3 and 7 of our approach, inserting wrappers that perform dynamic checks is, in some sense, optional, but the proof obligation that they discharge is certainly not. In particular, without wrappers, the compatibility lemma for a boundary \( \{ e \}_r \) requires a much stronger assumption; namely, that \( e \) behaves like an \( \mathcal{E}A[1:1] \). This assumption percolates all the way up to the central soundness theorem, which correspondingly needs to be weakened to accept proofs that each boundary is encapsulated. Moreover, this shifts the burden of proof off of the language designer and on to the user, who must now verify every block of their linking code. This trade-off may be prohibitive for many applications, but for performance-critical domains, efforts like RustBelt [32] suggest that such specialized verification is viable. Also, without dynamic checks, one could potentially admit so-called benign global effects, like global memoization [15, 53], which are not technically encapsulated yet have no impact on the result of a program.

On the other hand, dynamic checks can be useful for security reasons; e.g., if a foreign library is loaded dynamically from a potentially-malicious source. Recent work by Sammer et al. [58] shows how to ensure robust safety in a low-level language via sandboxing. Just as we show that core code is safe in the presence of foreign code, they show that trusted code is safe in the presence of untrusted code, though their sub-languages have similar expressive power. Earlier work by Swasey et al. [60] shows how to verify common dynamic enforcement patterns (e.g., sealing), which may be helpful when developing encapsulation wrappers for future linking types extensions.

**Beyond Safety.** In this paper, we focus only on soundness, so our models are unary—they simply characterize well-behaved terms. Still, our approach is theoretically amenable to stronger properties, like preserving equivalences. One would instead use binary models and show that the presence of linking code does not break equivalences from the core model. This is in the spirit of recent work [28, 64] proving that the ST Monad in Haskell preserves purity, though our approach is agnostic to the particular effects or encapsulation techniques. Indeed, the semantically typed back-translation of [28] is very similar to our use of realizability models and the way they allow us to leverage encapsulation wrappers to show that encapsulated linking code behaves as a core type.

**Negative Expressivity.** In both of our case studies, the linking types provide positive expressivity [19]: they characterize a strictly larger class of programs than do base types. One could also develop a negatively expressive extension, which restricts the class of programs under a boundary. For example, to link *FunLang* with a linear language’s library, we would develop a linear linking types extension.
In this case, lift and lower would enforce the *independence principle* of adjoint logic [54, 57], which ensures that unrestricted code does not misuse linear values. Note the shift in perspective: whereas we have been talking about protecting core from foreign, in this case we would be protecting foreign from core. Thus, a more general characterization of our approach is it ensures the integrity of the boundary, regardless of the expressive “side” on which core sits.

7 Related Work

**Linking Types Position Paper** In 2017, two of the authors proposed ([48]) the idea of linking types as a way of building fully abstract compilers that support linking with code inexpressible in the source language. While some of overall idea remains the same, the current goal is to prove type soundness in the presence of inexpressible behavior, not full abstraction. While type soundness is a weaker theorem, unlike full abstraction it is one that most typed languages at least aspire to satisfy, and thus our approach is one that can be readily adopted by existing typed languages. The current work also differs in strategy, building realizability models that allow encapsulation proofs, which are entirely absent from the previous approach. Indeed, the notion of a block of code \( \lbrack \tau \rbrack \) that enforces safe encapsulation, a key element of our approach, is not something previously considered. Without the realizability models we use, describing such target code that ensures we can move from behavior of linking types to behavior of core types is not possible, and perhaps because of that, that paper also relies on novel terms, not intended for programmer use, to inhabit the linking types. Further, that earlier work imposed more restrictive properties on the functions relating core and extended types (called \( \kappa^+() \) and \( \kappa^-() \) instead of \( \uparrow \) and \( \downarrow \))—namely that they form an embedding-projection pair, so that \( \kappa^-()\kappa^+(\tau) = \tau \). The current approach is more flexible, and therefore allows simple linking-type systems.

**Multi-languages and Interoperability** Many have used the idea of a syntactic multi-language from Matthews and Findler [40], where the syntax of both interoperating languages are embedded into a single language and enhanced with boundary terms [2, 25, 26, 43, 46, 50, 52, 59, 65]. However, one critical but often unnoticed issue with this approach is that type soundness is proved of the multi-language, where the behavior prescribed by some type \( \tau \) in the multi-language need not be the same as the behaviors allowed by \( \tau \) in the corresponding core language. For simple languages (e.g., where the only effect is divergence as in [40]) this may be an immaterial distinction, but even by adding state, the operational semantics of the multi-language now must consider the heap, and thus a pure language embedded in such a multi-language may no longer behave the same, as there is now a heap threaded through. Scherer et al. [59] consider this issue and argue for fully abstract embedding into a multi-language.

In a slightly different vein, there has also been some work mixing bindings [6] and building multi-language runtimes [66], but this work does not consider formal semantic properties.

Recent work by Patterson et al. [49] more directly addresses the limitations of the syntactic multi-language approach, building realizability models for the two languages rather than a source-level operational semantics and then proving soundness in terms of that shared target-level representation. Our work makes two improvements over theirs. First, we define a notion of soundness of the core language independent of the linked code, in the form of the model for our core language. Since we use similar realizability techniques, we expect this approach could be adapted to the work of Patterson et al. [49], but, as presented, their models share logical state across the languages. Second, and more fundamentally, while they allow linking with inexpressible behavior, at the boundary such code must be given a sound type in the native language, which means that all use of that behavior must be contained in the foreign language. For example, if one wanted to write code that uses exceptions, all code using exceptions would have to be implemented in the foreign language, and only the end result (an encapsulated component) could be brought across. This contrasts with our approach, which defines an extended sublanguage where only the \texttt{try} and \texttt{catch} primitives are imported, and the rest of the code is implemented within the core language.

**Foreign Function Interfaces (FFI)** Many researchers have investigated FFIs and how to make them safer, often considering a particular pair of languages, where one of them is usually C [12, 23, 24, 35, 61–63]. There has also been work extending the annotations that are written down so that there is less hand-written (and thus error-prone) code to write, with much work in the context of the Haskell FFI [14, 20, 30]. While the latter certainly care about Haskell type invariants, it’s not clear from these papers whether any formal soundness properties were proved.

Another approach to having rich FFIs is to co-design both languages, as has been done in the verification project Everest [11], where a low-level C-like language \texttt{Low}\textsuperscript{*} is designed [56] to interoperate with an embedding of a subset of assembly suitable for cryptography [22]. By embedding both languages into the verification framework \texttt{F*}, they are able to prove rich properties about the interactions between the two languages, but this approach is less useful for existing languages, our primary focus.

**Rust** The Rust language has a built-in mechanism for embedding “unsafe” code that could not satisfy the typechecker of “safe” Rust. There have been efforts to characterize the semantic behavior of safe Rust (“unsafe code guidelines”) and prove that some unsafe code, while syntactically not well typed, does not violate those properties. Most notably, the RustBelt [32] project gives a semantic model of \( \lambda_{\text{Rust}} \).
types and uses it to prove the soundness of $\lambda_{\text{Rust}}$ typing rules, but also to prove that the $\lambda_{\text{Rust}}$ implementations of standard library features (essentially unsafe code) are semantically sound inhabitants of their ascribed type specification. We argue that Rust’s goals for unsafe and how RustBelt approached them fit into our approach: the unsafe code unquestionably has behavior inexpressible in the rest of Rust, and they already have a syntactic boundary construct: unsafe blocks. Moreover, for RustBelt, Jung et al. [32] created a lifetime logic that could be used to semantically model (some of) that behavior. While in this paper we expect syntactic type checkers for the extended language, there is no reason why a lifetime logic approach isn’t equally valid, and may be necessary for sufficiently complex behavior. Since RustBelt uses the same lifetime logic to define the semantics of safe Rust types, the type functions are perhaps not as apparent, but the properties they convey are: in particular, since they do not insert code around unsafe blocks, they need to prove that the code inside satisfies a safe Rust type. Put another way, any encapsulation has to be inline into the library implementation, rather than inserted by the compiler.

Semantic Models and Realizability Models The use of semantic models to prove type soundness has a long history [41]. We make use of step-indexed models [3, 4], developed as part of the Foundation Proof-Carrying Code [1] project, which showed how to scale the semantic approach to complex features found in real languages such as recursive types and higher-order mutable state. Our realizability models interpret source types as sets of target terms. This work follows a line of work by Benton and collaborators on “low-level semantics for high-level types” (a.k.a. “realistic realizability”) [7]. Such models have been used to prove type soundness of standalone languages, specifically, Benton and Zarfaty [10] proved an imperative while language sound and Benton and Tabareau [9] proved type soundness for a simply typed functional language, interpreting source types as relations on terms of an idealized assembly and allowing for compiled code to be linked with a verified memory allocation module implemented in assembly [7]. Krishnaswami et al. [34] make use of a realizability model to prove consistency of LNLJ, a core type theory that integrates linearity and full type dependency: this is a form of interoperability, but as the FFI work above, it is a concrete instantiation for a particular problem, rather than an general approach. Such realizability models have also been used by Jensen et al. [29] to verify low-level code using a high-level separation logic, by Benton and Hur [8] to verify compiler correctness, and by New et al. [42, 44, 45] in their work on semantic foundations for gradual typing.

8 Conclusion
We have presented a framework for encapsulating foreign code which is based on the idea of giving precise linking types to libraries that provide behavior that is inexpressible in the core language. These types are then used to typecheck encapsulated portions of code that use the external libraries, and the results are then wrapped in boundaries that ensure they behave as a type in the core language. The technical development leverages realizability models, which interpret source types as sets of target terms and thus allow us to build different models for the different type systems, yet move terms between them in our proofs.

There are many possible extensions, both practical and theoretical. On the practical end, we think there is interesting research to be done on suitable type mechanisms for the linking types themselves. In particular, the balance of expressivity and usability that we would want suggests that some sort of extensible type system may be the right tool for this: perhaps an indexed monad, building on the work of Maillard et al. [39], or maybe an effect type system in the vein of Koka [36, 37]. On the other hand, there may also be interesting work in combining different extensions: in this work, we took the position that extensions could not be combined, but it is possible that this is too restrictive of a position, and that such an extensible type system could be combined with sets of models that capture different effects and can be composed together, as needed. Clearly, the fact that our model for both exceptions and state recapitulates the definitions of the state model seems disappointing: perhaps there is a better way.

In addition to extensions, there are also ways of making the problem more specific that we think are interesting. For example, consider recent work [13] embedding OCaml code into Coq by way of an encoding that represents the OCaml as non-deterministic functions. While the types are defined within Gallina, the reliance on extraction to inhabit those types leads us to believe that this sort of system could be proved sound using exactly the type of framework we propose. Indeed, the interaction of verified code, or the verification base itself, with untrusted code is an important interoperability problem, and one that we think the linking types framework could be useful for.

Finally, while we have focused on unary models and type soundness theorems, we think there are also possibly interesting results from considering binary models. In that setting, we can directly reason about equivalence, whether that is used to show theorems that should hold of models (e.g., refactorings that should hold in a side-effect free language), or about security properties like full abstraction.
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